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This cute App also comes with 
a very interesting feature: 

you will be able to use google 
analytics to track what the 

consumers do with the finished 
product.

EDUCATIONAL

•  2 titles

•  24 pages
+ sticker spread
+ poster
+ cover with flap

•  Size: 210 x 297 mm

Reference: S0216  

• Questions with clear answers
• Additional poster with board game
• Interactive Stickers
• Memory game on phone
• Inspires curiosity in children

50 Questions about the Human Body

+ STICKERS

+ POSTER

Game board
ookB
Mix

Yo� c�� u�� t��� bo�� �� t�o ��ff�re�� w���:

• Re�d ��� bo�� fi�s� a�d, ���� yo�’�� �is����re� ��l ��o�� t�� 
hu��� b���, yo�’�� b� �e��y �� �la� �h� ��a�d ����.

• Get ���r��� on ��� g��e �t����h�a��y ��� us� ��� bo�� �� c�e�k 
yo�� ��s�e�s. E��� q�e����n o� �h� ��a�d ���r�e� � ��fe���c� �o 
t�e ��g� ��er� ��u’�l fi�� t�e ��s���. (One �� �h� ��ay��� c�� 
ta�� �h� �o�� �f �u�g� ��� c�e�k ��� t�� a�s���s �� �he ����.)

This book is about...

How does it work?

You will find the rules on page 2.

Eve��t���g ��u ��v� e��� w���er�� ��o�t ��� hu��� b���.
Yo� w��� fin� o�� �l� a���t �o��s, ���c�e� �n� ��c�, �uc� ��r�... 
It’� �ot �� ��c��lo����i� �r a� ��-d���h a���y���. It i� ��c� ��tter 

t�a� t���. It’� a ���c� a�d ��� w�� �o l���� w�i�� p���in�!

GAME PIECES:

Dice

Don’t even try it!

Mix

Game board
ookB

Scan the QR code 
with your smartphone.
This will give you access 
to a memory game!

+ DIGITAL EXPERIENCE!

With
stickers

With
a digital
memory

game

50
about...

questions

uman
bodyH

The

WARNING/ CHOKING HAZARD
Small Parts. Not suitable for children 

under 3 years.

Attention! 
This is a digitally printed dummy. 

The characteristics of the printed books 
might be slightly different from 

the printing quality of this dummy.
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Many of your organs are partly 
made of muscle – for example, 

your heart, stomach and intestines. 
Your heart muscle is called cardiac 
muscle. It keeps your heart beating 

all your life. You can keep it 
healthy by exercising regularly.

Teeth and bones are both hard, but they are 
not the same thing. Surprisingly, your bones 
are not as strong as your teeth, the hardest 
part of your body. Teeth are used for biting, 
cutting, chewing and crushing, and they also 
help to shape the sounds as you speak.

What else 
do muscles do?

Are teeth 
made of bone?

Some muscles are “voluntary” –  
in other words, they only work when 
you specifically tell them to.  
Others, such as the ones that make 
your heart contract or your eyes blink, 
are automatic. These are “involuntary” 
movements.

Can muscles move without 
you telling them to?

Why do 
we eat?

Nutrition

Look for the stickers 
on the sticker pages

Look for the stickers 
on the sticker pages
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TRUE OR 
FALSE?

Your biggest 

muscle is in your 

bum!

Fluid-filled 

tubes inside 

our ears help 

us keep our 

balance.

The hair of the 

head maintains 

the ideal 

temperature that 

the brain needs.

Bones are 

completely solid 

and an adult 

skeleton can 

weigh more than 

35 kg.

The skin has 

an acid coating 

capable of killing 

fungi.

Our surroundings 

do not affect our 

thoughts.

We are able to 

perceive more 

than 8 flavours.

We forget 25% of 

what we dream.

Teeth and bones 

are made of the 

same thing.

You 
won!!

A mosquito has 

more teeth than 

a human.

The pregnancy 

of the opossum 

only lasts 4 days.

A sneeze can 

project germs 

up to 9 metres 

away.

Ligaments 

hold our bones 

together.

An adult’s liver 

is the size of a 

football.

Muscles cannot 

move without 

you consciously 

moving them.

The jellyfish 

is 100% 
water.

Laughter 

makes us happy 

by diverting 

oxygen away 

from the brain.

Food takes between 

24 and 36 hours to 

pass through our 

digestive system.

The human body is 

made up of more 

than 1,200 bones.

We lose more than 

2 litres of water per 

day through urine, 

sweat and breathing.

We have 

almost 8 billion 

neurons.

Ants only sleep 

for 3 hours a day.We blink 

spontaneously 

about 2,000 times 

a day.

Our cells cannot 

keep replacing 

themselves forever.

Dogs are able 

to smell human 

emotions, such as 

sadness or fear.

A frog is able to 

jump 20 times 

its height!

The longest bone 

in the human 

body is the spine.

A good yawn 

helps to cool 

the brain!

Nutrients in food 

cannot provide our 

body with energy 

until they have 

combined with 

oxygen in our cells.

Smell is the first 

sense that is 

activated at birth.

The small intestine 

of a cow is about 

350 metres long.

Having 2 ears 

means that we can 

detect all sounds 

underwater.

Our mouth produces 

about 15 litres of 

saliva per day.

Nerves collect 

signals from all 

the senses and are 

constantly sending 

them to the brain.

See question 1

See question 12

See question 19

See question 28

See question 37

See question 43

See question 50

See question 2

See question 27

See question 10 See question 21

See question 29

See question 38

See question 35

See question 44

See question 46

See question 3

See question 11

See question 22

See question 31

See question 45
See question 39

See question 4

See question 13

See question 23

See question 32

See question 25

See question 9
See question 47

See question 48

See question 41

See question 5

See question 15

See question 7
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Lets play!

The Game!

A rush of blood!

INFECTION
ZONE

As you are 
sleeping

Jump 2 spaces

Go back
 4 spaces

Lose
your turn

Return
to the start

Lose
your turn

What a 

stroke of luck! 
Jump 4 spaces 

yum!yum

you’ll never 
win!

Poo is purely 

made up of food 

debris.

You can answer 

this question 

because your 

brain is able to 

store information.

See question 14

See question 24

you lose 
2 turns

BACTERIAL 
ATTACK! 

Go back 
to box 
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The mouth produces saliva constantly – about 

1.5 litres a day! In addition to keeping the mouth 
clean, saliva kills bacteria and neutralises the acids 
produced to break down our food. Once the food is 
broken down, saliva covers it in preparation for its 

descent into the digestive system. Yum!

We lose more than 2 litres of water per day through 
urine, sweat and breathing. But there’s no need to 
panic – we easily replenish this through drinking 
and eating. We could not survive without water for 
more than a few days as the body needs water to 
carry out many of the functions it performs.

Food takes between 24 and 36 hours to pass through our 
entire digestive system. When we swallow food, it reaches 
the stomach in a matter of seconds. There, it waits a while 

for different acids to break it down. Some of these acids 
are used industrially to treat metals!

Why does our 
mouth water?

How long does food stay 
in the digestive system?

What is poop 
made of?

We often ingest germs, but don’t worry – 
our body is a germ-killing machine! For a 
start, the mucus in our nose and the wax in 
our ears act as a shield against them. But 
if any germs sneak through, they are killed 
by saliva, the acid in our stomach and our 
white blood cells. The skin also has an acid 
coating capable of killing fungi.

What happens 
if I eat germs?

Our poo is made up of water, dead bacteria and 
the remains of our food. The breakdown of food in 
our intestines produces gas, which escapes from 

our body as wind. Sometimes this is tremendously 
loud but does not smell, while other times it can 

be silent but disgustingly smelly. Yuck!

The liver carries out 500 chemical processes all at the 
same time. It filters and cleans the blood coming from 

the digestive system, then sends it on so that your body 
can use it. It also stores energy in the form of sugar, 

produces fat-digesting bile and much more. An adult’s 
liver is the size of a football.

Why do we 
get thirsty?

What does 
the liver do?
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Finally, answers to children’s most 
asked questions! Children being full of 
wonder will ask a million questions and 
parents don’t always know the answer. 
This series aims to give curious children 
answers and hopefully stimulate even 
more interest about their body and the 
world around them!

This book brings with it a small “App” 
that allows children to play the game 
“memory”. As the name indicates, 
this game improves memory and 
concentration in children. 

50 Questions about Saving my Planet

Game board
ookB
Mix

Yo� c�� u�� t��� bo�� �� t�o ��ff �re�� w���:

• Re�d ��� bo�� fi �s� a�d, ���� yo�’�� �is����re� ��l ��o�� c���at� 
c�a�g�, ��u’�l �� ��ad� �� p��� t�e ���r� �am�.

• Get ���r��� on ��� g��e �t����h�a��y ��� us� ��� bo�� �� c�e�k 
yo�� ��s�e�s. E��� q�e����n o� �h� ��a�d ���r�e� � ��fe���c� �o 
t�e ��g� ��er� ��u’�l fi �� t�e ��s���. (One �� �h� ��ay��� c�� 
ta�� �h� �o�� �f �u�g� ��� c�e�k ��� t�� a�s���s �� �he ����.)

This book is about...

How does it work?

You will fi nd the rules on page 2.

Eve��t���g ��u’�� �ve� ��n��� to ���w ��o�� h�� �o h��� �ur ���n��.
Yo� w��� fi n� o�� �l� a���t ��im��� �ha���, �n�a�g���� s�e���s a�� m���, 

mu�� m���... It’� �ot �� ��c��lo����i� �r a� ��-d���h a���y���. 
It i� ��c� ��tt er ���n ���t. I�’� a f��� �n� �un ��� t� �e��n ���le ���y���!

GAME PIECES:

Dice

Please, help us!

With
stickers

50
about...

questions

WARNING/ CHOKING HAZARD
Small Parts. Not suitable for children 

under 3 years.

 Attention! 
This is a digitally printed dummy. 

The characteristics of the printed books 
might be slightly different from 

the printing quality of this dummy.

S0216
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With a digital
memory 

game  

Scan the QR code 
with your smartphone.
This will give you access 
to a memory game!

+ DIGITAL EXPERIENCE!

With a digital

S0216S0216
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The capture and storage of CO2 is a technique 

that could be used to reduce the impact  
of human activities. This process consists  

of capturing CO2 as it is produced and storing 
it outside the atmosphere for a long period  
of time – either at the bottom of the ocean  
or in underground geological formations.

Scientists are studying how  
all these changes may affect us. 
They believe there will be bigger 
storms in the future and many 
more hurricanes. They also tell  
us that while in some places  
it will rain less, other areas will 
suffer major flooding.

Can we prevent CO2 from 
reaching the atmosphere?

What will happen to the 
weather in the future?

STOP
CO2

Climate change is certainly affecting our seasons,  
which makes a big difference to plants and animals. 

Spring is generally coming earlier and trees  
are shooting leaves about 20 days earlier than normal. 
Some birds have modified their migration dates. The 

planet usually registers this level of change every 
100,000 years, but human activity seems  

to be accelerating the process.

Are our seasons changing?
Water

Are we

            
    melting?
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From space, Planet Earth looks like a big 
blue ball because of the large amount of 

water on its surface. Only 3% of this is 
fresh water and most of this fresh water 

comes in the form of ice, at the poles. 

Because water is life! All living beings need 
water to survive. 97% of the planet’s water 
is salt water, which we find in the oceans. 
The limited amount of fresh water we have 
is found in our glaciers, polar ice, rivers and 
lakes. Salt water can only be consumed after 
carrying out a series of decontamination 
processes.

Why is the 
Earth blue?

How does plastic 
get in the ocean?

Glaciers are shrinking due to global warming, 
which jeopardises water levels in the numerous 

rivers that arise in the mountains.  
If the current trend continues, at least  

one third of the ice in the Himalayas will melt, 
which will alter the flow of many rivers on 

which the region’s people, wildlife  
and agriculture depend

Will our rivers dry up when 
the glaciers disappear?

Even if you live hundreds of miles from the coast, 
the plastic you throw away could make its way  

into the sea. Once in the ocean, plastic decomposes 
very slowly, eventually breaking down into tiny 

pieces known as microplastics, which can be 
incredibly damaging to sea life – and, ultimately,  

to human life too.

Yes, but 80% of ocean pollution actually 
originates on land. Streams and rivers carry 
contaminants such as chemicals, nutrients 

and heavy metals out to sea from farms, 
factories and cities. Our seas are also 

regularly polluted by oil spillages and leaks.

Why is it so important 
to take care of water? Are the oceans 

polluted?

Any change in climate alters the living 
conditions on the planet. The current increase 
in the global temperature causes glacier ice to 
melt, raising the sea level and causing flooding 

affecting islands and coastal cities.

Are the poles 
melting?
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In theory, yes.  
But this prospect is a long 

way off – it certainly won’t 
happen in our lifetime! 

And hopefully a solution 
will be found in time to 

ward off the worst-case 
scenario.

Earth’s temperature has increased significantly 
in the last 150 years. If this trend continues, 
many species, including humans, will not be 
able to adapt quickly enough to avoid severe 

hardships. However, scientists believe that if we 
all make lifestyle changes immediately, we can 
significantly reduce the chances of catastrophic 

climate change.

Increasingly, scientists are beginning to imagine 
non-terrestrial human societies: floating on 

water, underwater, in the air, even on Mars! And 
they are working to develop the technology that 
will allow them to happen. It’s important to stay 

positive, even if the long-term future of our 
planet is uncertain now.

Could the loss of biodiversity lead to 
the extinction of the human race?

Is it already too late?

How can we survive 
climate change? Will  

animals go 
extinct?

Animals




